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Abst ract  
Due to Girard's (sometimes called Waring's) formula the sum of the rth power of the zeros of every one variable 
polynomial of degree N, P~,(x), can be given explicitly in terms of the coefficients of the monic /Sx(x) polynomial. 
This formula is closely related to a known N - 1 variable generalisation f Chebyshev's polynomials of the first kind, 
Tr/'~-~). The generating function of these power sums (or moments) is known to involve the logarithmic derivative of the 
considered polynomial. This entails a simple formula for the Stieltjes transform of the distribution of zeros. Perron-Stieltjes 
inversion can be used to find this distribution, e.g., for N ~ ~.  
Classical orthogonal polynomials are taken as examples. The results for ordinary Chebyshev /~.(x) and U~,(x) polyno- 
mials are presented in detail. This will correct a statement about power sums of zeros of Chebyshev's T-polynomials found 
in the literature. For the various cases (Jacobi, Laguerre, Hermite) these moment generating functions provide solutions 
to certain Riccati equations. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Polynomial; zeros; Riccati 
AMS classification: 30C15; 33C50; 34L30 
1. Introduction and summary 
In many applications in theoretical physics one is led to eigenvalue problems. In the finite dimen- 
sional case their solution is equivalent to finding the zeros of the characteristic polynomial, P.v(X). 
The infinite case can also be tackled, as soon as the asymptotics for large degree number N is under 
control. In almost all interesting cases, however, the zeros are not known. In such circumstances it is 
desirable to learn as much as possible about the density of zeros (eigenvalues), p(N,x). This can be 
achieved if the moments of the density (considered as probability distribution function) are known. 
In particular, the asymptotic distribution function l imx~ p(N,x) can be obtained if a formula for 
its moments is found which can be analytically continued in the degree number N. What is, in fact, 
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required is the ordinary (as opposed to exponential) generating function of the moments, G(N,z). 
This is because ½ G(N, ½ )=Nz(N, z), with the Stieltjes transform z(N, z) of the distribution. Nx(N, z) 
is given by the logarithmic derivative of the polynomial PN(Z). The distribution of zeros can be re- 
covered via Perron-Stieltjes inversion from z(N,z), which can also be given as a continued fraction 
approximation. In order to obtain the asymptotic density in this way one needs therefore z(N,z) as 
function of N. 
In the mathematical physics literature the moments of the distribution of zeros of polynomials 
(also called sum rules or Newton sums) have received a great deal of attention, especially after 
the derivation in Ref. [4] of so-called recursion relations for these moments from certain types of 
differential equations which were assumed to hold for the characteristic polynomials. In this direction 
we mention Ref. [3] where the class of treated ifferential equations was enlarged, and where further 
references can be found. 
In this paper we shall first state, in Section 2, an explicit formula for the sum of the rth 
power of zeros valid for every polynomial PN(X) of degree N. This formula is nothing but 
Girard's (sometimes called Waring's) formula [15], which has been used in Refs. [13, 14] 
in order to define a N - 1 variable generalisation of Chebyshev's polynomials of the first 
kind, Tr(N-I)(xl, . . . ,X u l)" The instance N=2 corresponds to the ordinary Chebyshev polyno- 
mials. Only a slight improvement of this formula over the one found in Refs. [13, 14] will 
be given here: it will be stated as an (N-  1)-fold nested sum with all summations made ex- 
plicit. For polynomials of definite parity this formula simplifies further. The example of orthog- 
onal polynomials will be useful. In particular the moments for the ordinary Chebyshev poly- 
nomials, Tu(x) and UN(X), where the zeros are known, will be reconsidered. It turns out that 
the statement about the moments of the zeros of TN(X) which is found in Ref. [4] is false. 
The sum rules found in Ref. [4] are only the asymptotic ones (N--+oc), contrary to the 
claim. It is true that the asymptotic values of the moments coincide for all Jacobi type poly- 
nomials. The reason for the mistake in Ref. [4] is that in the Jacobi case (whence in the 
Tu(x) case) the 'recursion' formulae cannot be used to determine all moments. These formu- 
lae are incomplete due to possibly vanishing factors which multiply the moment with highest 
index. 
In Section 3 the moment generating functions G(N,z) will be considered. From the generating 
function of the generalised Chebyshev polynomials one finds a simple formula for the moment 
generating function for given N in terms of the logarithmic derivative of the polynomial PN(X) 
under consideration. For later applications (in Section 4) it is important to find G(N,z) as function 
of N in order to be able to determine, for instance, the limit N ~ oc. This will be done for the 
classical orthogonal polynomials as examples. In conjunction with Case's equations [4] it will be 
seen that for these examples the G(N,z) satisfy certain Riccati equations for each N. We comment 
on the 1IN expansion of these equations and show that the correct results for G(N,z) are in the 
Chebyshev case not represented by their 1IN expansion. This explains why Case's conclusion for 
Chebyshev's T-polynomials is wrong. 
Finally, in Section 4 it will be explained why the moment generating function is instrumental for 
the determination of the distribution of zeros of polynomials. It turns out that in the finite N case 
the Stieltjes transform of the purely discontinuous distribution of zeros is obtained directly from 
G(N, 1/z)/z. The Perron-Stieltjes inversion formula then allows one to recover the distribution of 
zeros from the moment generating function. This procedure is also applicable in the N ~ oc limit 
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provided G(N,z) is known as function of N and the limit exists. Then the asymptotic distribution of 
zeros can be found via the inversion formula. As examples we treat classical orthogonal polynomials 
with appropriately scaled variables. 
2. Girard-Waring formula for the moments 
Girard's formula from 1629, which is often called Waring's formula (from 1782) (see Ref. [15] for 
the dates and a reference) expresses the sum of the rth power of N variables, p,.(N), as polynomial 
in the elementary symmetric functions (polynomials) {o-k} N of these variables. This formula becomes 
an identity if the definitions o-k :-- ~ l  ~i, <...<~k N X~,'''Xik are inserted. Together with Vieta's theorem 
on the roots it can be employed to give an explicit expression for the rth power sum of the zeros 
of every polynomial in one variable of degree N, PN(X), in terms of the coefficients {ak} N of the 
corresponding monic polynomial 2 
N 
PN(X) = ~-~(-1)%'kx x-~, a0=l .  (2.1) 
k=0 
Usually (see, e.g., [15], p. 5) Girard's formula is given in a semi-explicit form, still needing certain 
partitions to be performed. It has been simplified in Ref. [14], pp. 109, 110. We have simplified it 
a little further and the explicit formula, involving N-  1 iterated sums, written for the (normalised) 
power sums of zeros {x~N)} x of every polynomial (2.1) is 
Theorem 1 (Girard's formula for the moments). For rC N, N=2,3  .. . .  
N 
mAN) := ~ (x~ pr(N) 
k=l 
1 (N~I (~-~ (--i)(N-k)ik)) __ __{~F 
- -N  1 \k=l \ik=o (&)! <N'r'{ik' l-I t o-v') ' p=l  
=:  t~N)(0-1 . . . . .  aN), (2 .2)  
where the k-product is a shorthand notation for N - 1 ordered sums, starting on the left-hand 
side (l.h.s.) with the il sum. The kth sum runs up to the greatest integer (floor function L'J ) of 
bk=--bk(N,r,{b}~ -1) which is given by b, :=r/N and 
bk:=r  - Ejk=-i IN+(NI_k + l - j )  ij, k=Z, . . . ,N -1 .  (2.3) 
A combinatorial factor is defined as 
v-,N-ltN (N,r,{ij}N_~):=r(r, -- 1 -- z._~j=~  - j ) i j ) !  
(r -- ~sN-j ~ (N + 1 - j) is)!" 
(2 .4)  
2 The N-dependence of the coefficients, crk =ak(N)  will in general be suppressed. 
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For r=0 one has m0(N)=l ,  m,(1)=o.'l. The polynomial t~N)(O.1 . . . . .  O-N) has been introduced in 
order to make contact with the N - 1 variable generalisation of Chebyshev's polynomial of the first 
kind, T: N l )(o- 1 . . . .  ,O'N-I), which is, following Refs. [13, 14], obtained by 3 
T15N-I)(O-I, • • • , O'N-1 ):---- t~N)(O-I . . . . .  O':V'-I, O'N ---- 1 ). (2.5) 
Therefore, by appropriate scaling one has 
T,: N I)(SI, ... ,SN-,)=t~N)(O'I,..., O'N)/O'N'" ,:X, (2.6a) 
with 
kiN 
Sk =O-k/O-N , k= 1, . . . ,N  - 1. (2.6b) 
_,- . :NT(N_  The moments (2.2) can therefore be expressed in terms o~ %, ~, ~)(&,...,SN-~) with the definition 
(2.6b). For N=I :  mr(1)=o-'l, and we put m, (0)= l .  Thus t~J)(al)=a'l ", T,5°)=l, and the N=2 
instance of (2.2) is 
t}2)(o' l 'o-2)=2V~(--1)krk=o r-k 1 o. 2k o.~" 2k, Tl!l)( o'l )= rr( o'l/2 ), (2.7) 
with the explicit sum representation of Chebyshev's T,(x) polynomial. For later reference we quote 
the coefficients of the monic TN(X) polynomial according to (2 .1 )  
U) -- 0 _(~) k N (N-k )2 -2k"  
O-2k+l---- , 02k - - - -( - -1) ~ k (2.8) 
% 1 
For N = 3 one has 
1 , .~1  [~ J  ( -1 ) J r ( r -1  - 2 i - j ) '  (o.2~ j (O-3~ i 
t:3)(o.,, o.2,  o-1 g.' /=0 (2.9a) ,=0 (-; 7- 35 7 27)  
1 L~ j ( -1 ) J r ( r  - 1 -2 i - j ) !  ,._2j_3i j 
T,(2)(O-I, o-2)__ 3 _1 ~.1 ,j! (-r> 37 -- -2~.~ ° l  °2"  (2.9b) 
i=0 j=0 
There is an equivalent way of solving Newton's equations for power sums, viz. in terms of 
Riordan's [21] Bell polynomials (see also Ref. [10], p. 2762) which occur in the context of 
Fag, di Bruno's formula for higher derivatives of composite functions. This solution ([21], Exer- 
cise 27b, p. 47) is (with our notation Y,-(fl . . . . .  fr; .ell . . . . .  g,) instead of Riordan's Y,(fgl . . . . .  fg , ) )  
1 
tSN)(O-, . . . . .  O'N )= Y,-(fl . . . . .  fS-; gl . . . . .  g,), (2 .10)  
N(r - 1)! 
with f j=( -1 )  j l ( j _  1)!, gi=(-1)Yj!o. j  fo r j= l , . . . ,N  and a /=0 for N < j  <<. r. 
3 tSx)(cr~ ..... Crx ) occurs in the literature also as generalised V,SN)-(or second type) Lucas polynomial (see Refs. [20, 24]). 
Note that if the {a,}~' are expressed in terms of N variables {x~ ..... XN} then the {a,}~' I of T,. IN-l) are obtained from or,, 
i= 1 ..... N, after the replacement xx=(xl...x.v I) i due to aN= 1. 
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For polynomials of definite parity, i.e. if PN( -x)=( - l)NPN(x) holds, Girard’s formula can be
simplified further because all g2i+l in (2.1) vanish.
Corollary 2 (Moments for pN( -x) = (- 1 )N&,(x) polynomials).
( i )  mo(N)=l, NEk&),
( i i )  m2,+,(N)-O, ZEI%, NEN,
(iii) m2,(N) = &g,,i
1;1-1 l&J
i i
n C(- 1 )(l~l-k)in --.L
k=l ii =o (ik)!11
N
x -
(I 1
2 , I, {i.}“‘-
,  1” l) y (~)““-i.tl )
(2.11)
for l~k$,, N=4,5 ,...,inhere Bk, resp. (LT], I, {ij}/“-‘), resp. t:““, is obtained from bk oJ’(2.3)
resp. (N, r, {i,};“-‘) of (2.4), resp. tjN) of (2.2) by replacing N+ L+J and r + 1. The variables oj
T:LSJ-“, w+hich are also obtained by the same replacement from T,?-‘) given in (2.6) are
N
ek~ek(N)=alA/(~2LfJ)kLiJ, k=l,..., -2 - 1 .
L 1
(2.12)
All o2k quantities depend on N. In addition: m2,(1)=0, m2,(2)=(-02(2)), m2,(3)=$(-flz(3)).
Proof. (i) holds by definition of m,(N). (ii) and (iii) are proven for N even and odd separately.
The parity requirement of PN(x) is equivalent to cr2i+l ~0 in (2.1). Therefore, in (2.2.) only vanishing
exponents of these odd numbered coefficients contribute. For both cases this implies even r, say
r=21, which proves (ii). For even N, i2 =i4 = . . . =iN-2 =O, and from the crI exponent i,+, = I -
cicA’ (k + l)i~-(Zk+l).For odd N, i,=ij= ... =i,+2=0 and i,+,=l - ~~~/-‘(k + l)i.~~-~2k+l~.
For even N one renames the summation indices after elimination of i,,_ I acc rding to il + i,, i3 -+ iz,
. . . ri,V--3 + iN:2_1. For odd N the replacement is i2 --f i,, i4 + i2,. . . ,i.b7_3 + ii+,_,. For example, if
N =2M the sum with index ik (new) runs up to [Bk] with Bk=(21 - (2Mil + 2(M - l)i2 + . . . +
2(M - (k - 2))ik_,))/(2M - 2(k - 1)) which is bk( Lf], I, {i,}f-‘). For N=2M + 1 a similar result
holds. The new combinatorial factor arises from the old rewritten one together with the replaced
l/i,+,!. The denominator of the old combinatorial factor becomes 1. This is true in the even and
odd N case. The identification of formula (iii) with the polynomials(l$J)t, and T”4’-” follows fromI
(2.2) and (2.6). 0
Example 3. Consider Chebyshev’s polynomials of the first kind, TN(x), which are classical or-
thogonal polynomials of the Jacobi type [23, 51. The coefficients of the manic TV(x) have
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been given in (2.8). For this example the zeros are known, and the nonvanishing moments are 
m(r) ix r -~ 2 x--L~}J (cos ~2~-1-~2t Corollary 2, together with (2.11) and (2.12), gives an alternative 2l ~,lv )= ~ Z-~k=l -5-~-JU) •
expression for this sum. For l E N, M E N' 
m t r )~. , . .  .~{v-1)(e I (2M)  . . . .  eM_ 1(2M ))/2 {2- ~' II, 2l ~ LIVl ) = 1 l (2.13a) 
with 
ek(2M)=2~2_} (2M-k -1)  
\ k -1  , k= l , . . . ,M-  1, (2.13b) 
2M ( (2M + 1)~,) ~ 
m~r)(2M + 1)--2M + ~  4 T~M-')(eI(2M+ 1),...,eM ~(2M+ 1)), (2.14a) 
k= 1 . . . . .  M - 1 (2.14b) 
with 
2M +1 1 (2M - k~ ek(2m + 1)= 
k (2M+l )~ ~ k -  1 J '  
and m~r}(N) = 1, m2l" (r}~l) =0. t  
Some instances for l E N are 
m~r)(2) = , m~'~(4) = 7~1( x/2)/(2 x/2) ', 
m~)(6) = Tl(2~(3 • 2~, 9 .2-~ )/2 ~, 
m~')(3) = 3,_1/22, ,, (r)¢g m2, ,,)=(V/'5) ' 2Tl(V/-5/2)/22(l-1) ' 
6 (~) '  T~2)(7~,2 •7~). m~lr)(7) = 
L (2) is given by (2.9b). From these examples one finds for N up to 7: 
(2.15a) 
(2.15b) 
N1 
, N =2, . . . ,  
0, N=I ,  
~, N=2,  
m~T)( N)= 9, N=3, 
~6, N=4 . . . . .  
0, N=I ,  
m~r)(N)= ¼, N=2,  
3 • r "/ ~, lv=a ....  , 
(T )  This contradicts the statement of Ref. [4], Eq. (46). y2n/N of [4] is our m2n (N). Only the values 
for N >~ n + 1 are correctly given by the Z1, Z2 and Z3 of [4]. It will be seen later that all Zn values 
given in [4] correspond to the ones of the asymptotic (N---+ cx~) moments. These Z, values are, in 
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fact, correct for all N ~> n+ 1. The moments for N ~< n cannot be found from the 'recursion relations' 
of Ref. [4]. Here (2.13) and (2.14) determine the values for all moments. 
Example 4. The coefficients of the monic Chebyshev polynomial of the second type, Q~v(x), are 
v.LN/ZJ (COS(N_~r0)Zt. From Corollary 2 one finds, for The nonvanishing moments are m~)(N)= ~ z_.k=, 
l E N0, N E N ,M=2,  3,..., the alternative xpression 4 
(u) N = m21+l ( )--0, (2.17a) 
m~')(ZM) = T~M-1)(el (2M) .... , eM_, (2M))/22l, 
with 
and for IEN,M=2,3  . . . . .  I, 
(u) 
m2l (2M+l )= 
with 
ek(2M + 1)-- = 
M(M + 1 )l/M 
(2M + 1)22l-1T~U-1)(el(2M + 1) . . . . .  eM_I(2M + 1)), 
1 (2M-k+l )  
(M + 1 )k/M k ' 
(2.17b) 
k= 1 , . . . ,M-  1. (2.17c) 
(U) In addition, m2l (2 ) -1 /4  l, m~[)(3) 2(1)' 5 • For instance, (v) 3 2/ = m21 (4)=Tl(~)/  ,
Tl(~-{3)/22(l-1), with Chebyshev's ordinary TI polynomial. 
(u) i / m2t (5)= ~(x/~) 
3. Moment generating functions 
In Section 2 it has been shown that the moments of the zeros of polynomials are given by 
multivariate Chebyshev T-polynomials evaluated at points which depend on the coefficients of the 
considered polynomial. The generating function for these generalised Chebyshev polynomials are 
known [12, 14, 15]. Therefore, one can derive the generating function for the moments or power 
sums of zeros. These functions will be very useful; for instance, in determining the asymptotic 
formula for the moments. This will be the topic of the next section. 
4The superscripts (U) on the ek quantities have been omitted. No confusion with the quantities (2.13b), (2.14b), 
relevant for the T-polynomials should arise. 
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It is well known (cf. [15], Ch. I; [12], p. 55) that the generating function of the sum of the rth 
power of N variables {xi}~, viz. pr(N), is given by the logarithmic derivative of the generating 
function of the elementary symmetric functions {a~} of these variables. To be precise, if 
N N 
EN(Z):----  I I (1  - -X iZ )  = Z(--1)"O-rS', a0----1, (3 .1 )  
i=1 r=0 
then 
(lnE(z))'=E'(z)/E(z)= - -1 ~ pr(N)z". 
Z r= 1 
(3.2) 
With Girard's fomula (2.2) for the moments mr(N):= pr(N)/N this produces 
"r'<N)/~l, Ul , • • • , (TN)Zr= Zmr(N)z r  = 
r=l r=l 
N 1 1 ~r=l(-- )'--lro'r z~ 
N ~U_0(-- 1 yarZ r
(3.3) 
Theorem 5 (Moment generating function G(N,z)). 
G(N,z):= Z mr(N)zr= t~N)(a' ..... aN)Zr-- 
r=0 r~0 
N1 xd pN(X)pN(x) ...... z ' (3.4) 
with PN(X) given in (2.1). 
Proof. With mo(N)=1, t~Nl - - l ,  and E(z)=zNDN(1/Z) [from (3.1) and (2.1)], one finds [from (3.3)] 
1 z d(l./z)lNl'z l 
G(N,z)= a-zE'(z)/(NE(z))- N ~)N( 1 ) 
Here the monic PN can  be replaced by PN. [] 
Note 6. (3.4) can explicitly be written with (3.3) as (o0= 1) 
N--1 
G(N,z) = ~r=0 ( -  1)r( 1 u  r-- N)ar(N)Z~r (3.5) 
~-~r:0 ( - -1 )  ( r r (N)z  
Note 7. (3.4) can also be written with the help of the dilation operator acting on a function of 
'dimension' N, viz. fiN(X) f(X):=(X-~- N)f(x), as 
G(N,z)= 1+ [(fiN(X) PN(X) ) / (NPN(X) ) ]x_ I ,  ~ • (3.6) 
Therefore, G(N, z ) -  1 iff PN(X) =x N due to Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions. 
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Corollary 8 (G(N,z) for TN(X) moments). For N=2,3 ,  • 
oc X--,L(N-1)/2J(_l)k N- l -k  (z_] 2k 
G(r ) (N ,z )=~ m~)(N) z2 ,  ~k=O ( ~ ),2, 
, :o  1 + N l 
: + 
z _ _  . 
l Z 2N - (1 - ~ ) 2 N  
x/l -- Z 2 Z 2N -~- (1 -- V/I -- z2) 2N 
- -  1 tank(  N ln  ~-z : )  
V1 -- Z 2 1 -- 
(3.7a) 
(3.7b) 
(3.7c) 
(3.7d) 
In addition, GIT!(1,z)~ 1. 
Proof. The first equation of (3.7a) holds because, due to Corollary 2, m2t+l-0. The second equa- 
tion of (3.7a) follows from Note 6 with the explicit i~x coefficients (2.8). The identity (N[k) (N - 
2k)/(N k)= N-k-l -- (  ) has been used. The first equation of (3.7b) flows from Theorem 5, which 
1 xT<,(x) ! yields G(rI(N,z)=N ~ x=l/:, together with T~=NUN_I with Chebyshev's polynomial UN-I of the 
second kind. The second equation of (3.7b) is due to 2TN = UN -- US-2 and the recursion relation 
2xUN_I(X)= UN(X) + UN_2(x). Eq. (3.7c) stems from the explicit forms 2Tx(x)=(x -- ~ ) N  + 
(X -- V /~-  1) -~/ and -2v~-  1 UN_I(X)=(x -- ~ ) X  _ (X -- ~) -N .  A reference on 
Cheb3shev s polynomials is [22]. Finally, Eq. (3.7d) is a blown up version of the preceding 
expression. O 
In Table 1 one finds G(r)(N,z) for N= 1,. . . ,8 together with the first five expansion terms. 
Corollary 9 (G(N,z) for UN(X) moments). For N=2,3 , . .  • 
oc N-'~ L¢N-1)./2] )kk+l IN-k] 2k 
--N-, k+l J GIU)(N,z)= ~ .. (u),7,r,_2, z_.~=o ( -1 (}) 
"t2l v" )~ = X-,[N/2J (_ l )k  , 2k 
/=0 Z.ak=O (N;k) (2) 
1U'(1) N :~ _ I -UN(½)+(N+ 1)z TN+~(!) 
NUN(!) 1-z  2 NUN( ~ ) 
(1 + (N + 1)v/1 - z2)(1 - ~ ) 2 ( N + l )  _ (1  - -  (N + 1)v/1 -~- )  z 2(:''+') 
'{( 
- lx/V27_ z 2 1 
In addition, G(U)(1,z)-~ 1. 
+ 
(1 - z2)N(z  2(N+l) - (1 - x/l - z2) 2(N+l)) 
z 1 1 
1 )  tanh ( (N+ 1) In_ !  -lvTj_._L_~_ z2 ) ~ ~ } .  
(3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
(3.ac) 
(3.8d) 
The proof is analogous to the one of Corollary 8. 
In Table 2 one finds G{U~(N,z) for N= 1 . . . . .  8 together with the first five expansion terms. 
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Table 1 
Moment generating functions for TN Chebyshev polynomials, N = 1 ..... 8 
N G(r)(N,z) Expansion up to O(z I°) 
1 1 
1 
2 
1 - ½z 2 
1 2 1 - ~z  
3 
1 - 3z2 
12 1 - gz  
1 - z  2 + ½Z 4 
3 1 - ~z- + ~6z 4
5 2 l -- ~z ÷ ~z 4 
1 - -  Z 2 ÷ ~6 Z4 
l -- 3Z2÷ 9Z4- -  IZ6  
52 34  1-  ~z + ~z - ~z 6 
l _7zZ+7z4_7z6  
32 54  1-  gz +gz  - l z6  
__ 1 8 1 - 2z  2 ÷ 45-z 4 41-Z 6 At I~Z 
1 
I 2 I 4 I 6 I .8  l+~z  +~z +gz  +- -  16" 
1 2 3 4 l+sz  +~z +~2 z6+~z 8 
I 2 34  178  l+~z  +gz  +~6z 6+g~z 
I 2 3 4 l+sz  +~z +~6z 6+ i@g8 z8 
1 2 3 4 l+sz  +~z +~?+~z s 
1 2 3 4 l+sz  +gz  +~6 z6+ 1@8z s 
1 2 3 4 1 + gz + gz + ~6 Z6 ÷ I~sZ 8
Table 2 
Moment generating functions for U~' Chebyshev polynomials, N = 1,..., 8 
N GIc~)(N,z) Expansion up to O(z t°) 
1 1 
1 
2 
1 - ¼z 2 
I 1 ~z-  
3 
1 -- lz2 
1 - 3z2 
4 l _ 3z2 + tz  4 
3 2 1 - ~z ÷ 3z4 
5 
1 - z 2 + ~z 4 
1 5 .2+ I 4 
6 -g" g" 5.2 3 -4 I -6 I -~ .  +g.  -~_  
15 2 15 4 I 6 1-  ~z +ggz - ]52z 
7 
1- -322+524- -126  
21 2 15 4 5 6 1-- 7gz + 5~z -- Hgz 
l 
1 
1 2 I 8 1 ÷ ~Z ÷ IZ4  ÷ IZ6  -- ~Z 
1 2 1 4 l+xz  +~z +~z 6+1z8 
3 2 l+ z + z4+{4z6+ z  
2 2 1 4 l + 3z + ~z + ~o z6 + ~z  ~ 
13 4 19 6 l+~z  2+~gz +~gz + 2@6z 8
32 24  1 ÷ 7z + 7z + 3Z6 ÷ 1@2 Z8 
19 4 l÷  7Z2÷~Z ÷~28Z6÷ ~4Z8 
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Theorem 10 (Riccati equation for G(r)(N,z)). G(r)(N,z) of (3.7) satisfies for every NE~ 
(1  - z2)z z 2 
-N- ~--zG(r)(N'Z)=N G(r)(N'z) -[- (1-z2)(G(T)(N,z)) 2-  1. (3.9) 
Theorem 11 (Riccati equation for G(U)(N,z)). G(~:)(N,z) of (3.8) satisfies for all N E N 
(1 - zZ)z ~ G(U)(N,z)= 2 + z___~ 2 N ?z N G(~:)(N'z) + (1 - z2)(G(U)(N,z))2 NN + 2 (3.10) 
Proofs. Both theorems can be checked, e.g., with the version (3.7d), resp. (3.8d). (We have checked 
all Riccati equations in this paper for N = 1,..., 10 with Maple 5 ). [] 
Note 12 (Equivalent second order linear equations). With G(N,z)=-N ~( ln Y/(N,z) , or 4/(N,z )
= exp( -Nf  ~G(N,z)), one finds from (3.9) and (3.10) 6 
c~2 2z2 )~--22-N2)q'((T)(N'z) z2(l --Z 2 +Z(1 -- =0, (3.11) 
( ) Z2(1 --Z2)~z2 --Z(1 +2Z 2) -N(N+2)  qI(U)(N,z)=0. (3.12) 
Note 13 (Case's equations). The Riccati equations (3.9) and (3.10) for the moment generating 
functions follow also from the recursion type equations for the moments derived in Ref. [4]. For 
example, in the Chebyshev TN case Case's equations are (remember that y2, is our Nm2n(N)), for 
NE~,  rE~,  
(r) 
(2N - (1 + rl)mr+l(N) 
r-- I  
=-r  m~r_)l(U ) + X ~--~(m~r_)~_s(X ) m~r)(u) - m~r__)s(U)m~r+~(U)), 
s=0 
(3.13) 
with inputs mo(r)(N) =- 1, mlr)(N) =- O. 
If the generating function G(r)(N,z):= ~0 m(rr)(N) zr is introduced these equations yield the 
Riccati equation (3.9). 
5 Maple is a registered trademark ofWaterloo Maple Software. 
6 The solution of (3.11) corresponding to (3.7d) is ql(N,z)= cosh(Nln[z/(1 - V/1 -z2)]). The one of (3.12) related 
to (3.8d) is more involved. 
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For the general Jacobi-type polynomials, P(N~'~)(X), Case's equations are for NE N, rE ~, e>- l ,  
f l>- - I  7 
(c~ + fl + 2N - r)m(/+)l(N ) = (fl -- ~)mf ) (N)  - rmy_)l(N) 
r--I 
+ N ~ (J) (J) (J) (J) (mr_l_s(N)m s (N) - mr_s(N)ms+l(N)), 
s=0 
(3.14) 
with m~J)(N) = 1, ml J ) (N)=(~ - ~)/(2N + c~ ÷ fl), leading to the following Riccati equation for the 
moment generating function 8 G(J)( N,z  ):= ~reC_O m~J)( N )z r 
(1 - z 2 )z  G(J)(N, ) 
~z 
Z 
N 
+ (c~ -/~)z + c~ +/~ + 1) N ~(Z 2 G(J)(N,z) 
( 1+~+3)  (3.15) +(1 - z2)(G(J)(N,z))2 - 1 + N " 
(3.9), resp. (3.10), is the ~=/~=-½,  resp. c~=/~= + ½, instance. The equivalent second order linear 
differential equation is 9 
( ) z2(1 -zZ)~zz -Z(2Z2+(c~- f l ) z+~+f l )  -N(N  + 1 +c~+/~) ~#(J)(N,z)=O. (3.16) 
Again, (3.11) and (3.12) are instances. Case's equations for moments of Jacobi polynomials, (3.14), 
are not sufficient o determine all moments. This is due to the factor appearing on the l.h.s, which 
can vanish. For a given r only the moments with N > ½(r - c¢ - /~)  can be determined recursively 
from (3.14). These equations are therefore incomplete. Nevertheless, from these equations the Riccati 
equation (3.15) for the moment generating function can be derived for all N and ~,/~ > -1 .  From the 
experience gained in the Chebyshev TN and UN case it is to be expected that the (correct) generating 
function G(J)(N,z) obtained from Theorem 5 (or (3.5)) satisfies the Riccati equation (3.15). 
Coro l lary  14 (G(J)(N,z) for P(N~'~)(X) moments). 
1 1PN(~_+ll' P+ 1 ) ( zl- ) 
G(J)(N,z) = ~(1  + N + c~ +/~) (~,/~) 1 
Px  (z )  
z-1 N+o~+f l+ l  l zF~( -N+l ,N+c~+f l+2,~+2;~-z )  
2 (~+ 1) z 2F1( -N ,N+cz+f l÷ 1,7+ 1"z-1,-77) ' 
with the hypergeometrie function 2F1 (a, b, c; x). 
(3.17) 
7 We use the superscript (J) (Jacobi) instead of indicating the c~,// dependence. 
8 Because of P(N~'~)(--X)=(--1)Np(N~'~)(X) Corollary 2 applies only for ~=/~, and all moments are present for c~ ¢/3. 
9 (3.16) is, for ~=/~ (Gegenbauer), of type 2.1.69 of [19], p. 96. 
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Proof. The first equation follows from Theorem 5 with 
dp~N~'~)(x)= ½(1 +N + ~ + (cf. [5], p. 149). 
The second one from the identification 
P(N='I~)(x)=F(N + ~ + 1)2F,(-N,N + ~ + fl + 1,~ + 1; ~)/(r(N + 1)r(~ + 1)) 
with the Gamma function F(z) (cf. [8], vol. I, p. 89, or [17], p. 283). [] 
Theorem 15. G(J)(N,z) of(3.17) satisfies the Riccati equation (3.15). 
Proof. The first equation of (3.17) is used in (3.15) written in terms of x= 1/z. Besides the identity 
dp(~+l,~+~) found in [5], Eq. for _dp~,~) which occurred in the last proof, also another one for xaX dx L N 
(2.21), is used. Application of the contiguous identities, e.g., [8], vol. II, p. 173, (35) and (36), then 
leads to the recursion formula for the Jacobi polynomials, found e.g., in [5], Eq. (2.26). [] 
For the sake of completeness we now list the Riccati equations which the moment generating func- 
tions for the Hermite and Laguerre polynomials obey. Case's equations determine all the moments 
of these polynomials, i.e., they are complete. 
Corollary 16 (G(N,z) for HN(X) moments). The moments of the zeros of the Hermite polynomial 
HN(X) are generated by 
G(H)(N'z) := m~U)(N)zr= Z -- (H)e~r,_21__ 2 HN-I(~) (3.18a) 
m2l t~v)~ z HN( i ) 
r=0 / :0  z 
1 F (  U - ,  , .  ~) /F (L~)_  z " 5 '2 ' z :  (3.18b) = _ 2 ' 2' 2F (Z -N  3. I ) / F ( I~_)  
2 F( U ~.~)/ (L~_ 2 _ ~) /F(_N)  2' ' . F ) - F( I-N2 '2,3" 
with the confluent hypergeometric function F(a, c; x) =_ 1FI (a, c; x). 
Proof. The second equation of (3.18a) follows from Corollary 2. The third one from Theorem 5 
with H~(x) = 2NHN_ 1 (x). (3.18b) is due to the identification 
HN(x)/v/-~=2NF(_N 1 ~_, .X2)//,( ) _2N+,xF(1 -N  3 2 N 
, 
(Cf. [8], p. 267, or [17], p. 275.) [] 
Note 17 (Case's equations and Riccati equation for G(H)(N,z)). Case's recurrence quations for 
the scaled moments q~n)(N):=m~Y)(N)/Nr/2, and for NC[~, rE N0, are 
lq  1 r 
qr+2(N __ r +zx ~H)(N) + ~ ~--~q~_~(N)q~l-l)(N), (3.19) 
s=0 
with inputs q~H)(N)=_ 1, q(ltt)(N)=_O. 
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The generating function Q(H)(N,z):= ~o q~H)(N) zr satisfies the Riccati equation 
2N o(H)(N,z)= ~(Q(H)(N,z)) 2 -- 1 4- ~ Q(H)(N,z) 4- 1. (3.20) 
The connection to the moment generating function G(H)(N,z), defined in (3.18a), is 
G(H)(N,z)= Q(H)(N, X/~z). (3.21) 
The equivalent second order linear equation for ~l(m(N,z) defined by Q(H)(N,z)= - -~( ln~ ~ ~/(H) 
(N,z)) is 10 
z4~z 2 4- 2Z(Z 2 4- N)  + 2N 2 ~II(H)(N,z)=O. (3.22) 
Theorem 18 (Riccati equation for G(H)(N,z)). G(H)(N,z), given by (3.18), satisfies 
2 G(m(N,z )=-~N(G(H) (N ,z ) )  2 - 1 + G(m(N,z )  + 1. (3.23) 
Proof. This equation is (3.20), rewritten with (3.21). Because in this instance Case's equations are 
complete G(H)(N,z) of (3.18), which followed from Theorem 5, is identical with G(H)(N,z) derived 
from Case's equations. [] 
A direct proof that (3.18a) (hence (3.18b)) solves (3.20) uses the identity H/v=2N HN and the 
recursion relation Hu(x)= 2xHu_l(x)- 2(N-  1)HN-2. 
Maple has also been employed to check this Theorem for N = 1,...,  10. 
Coro l la ry  19 (G(N,z) for L(N~)(x) moments). The moments of the (generalised) Laguerre polyno- 
mial L(N~I(x) are generated by 
0(3 
G(~)(N,z) := ~ m~)(X)z r (3.24a) 
r=0 
_ 1 ;~N-1 tZ1_  1 _ 1 + (3.24b) 
LN (3) LN (z) 
- -  1 F ( -N  4- 1,c~ 4- 1; 1) (3.24c) 
F( -N ,~ + 1; I )  ' 
with the confluent hypergeometric function F(a, c; x) -- iFl (a, c; x). 
Proof. The first equation of (3.24b) follows from Theorem 5 and ~L(N~)(x) .(~+l), , = --LN_I tX). In the 
d ( :0  __  (cO c~)L(N~)_I(X) ([5], p. 149) was used. Eq. (3.24c) is due to the second one x~L u (x) -NL x (x) - (N 4- 
1°(3.22) is of type 2.1.69 of [19], p. 96. 
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identification 
L(N~)(x) = F(~ + 1 ÷ N)F( -N,  ~ + 1; x)/(r(N + 1)r(~ + 1)) ([19], p. 80). [] 
Note 20 (Case's equations and Riccati equation for G(~)(N,z)). The moments of the Laguerre 
polynomials L(N~)(x) satisfy Case's equations which for the scaled moments q~)(N):=m~)(N)/N r 
andNEM,  rE~0 are 
0~ r -  ~-~ (~) (~) q~) (N) = ~qf~) (N)  ÷ ~ qr_s(N)q s (N), (3.25) 
A *I 
s~O 
with input q~)(N) -  1. 
The generating function Q(~)(N,z):= ~r~O qf~(N) zr satisfies therefore the Riccati equation 
z20 Q~(N,z)=z(Q~)(N,z))2 + (N  z -  1) Q~)(N,z)+ 1. (3.26) 
N ~z 
The equivalent second order linear differential equation is, with Q(~)(N, z) = - x ~ (In ~//(~)(N, z)), 11 
Z3~z z +z(N + (1 - ~)z) +N 2 °//(~)(N,z)=0. (3.27) 
The connection with the moment generating function G(~)(N,z), defined in (Y24a), is 
Q(~)(N,z ) = G(~)(N,z/N). (3.28) 
Theorem 21 (Riccati equation for G(~)(N,z)). G(~)(N,z), given by (3.24), satisfies 
z2 f~-G(~)(N,z)=Nz(G(~)(N,z)) 2 + (~ - 1)G(~)(N,z) ÷ 1. (3.29) 
OZ 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 15. Or directly, using the first equation of (3.24b), the 
identity for the derivative of L(u~)(x) used at the beginning of the proof of Corollary 19, the recursion 
formula of the Laguerre polynomials and the identity L(N~)(X) ~(~+~)" " - - L  u x)+L(N~)I(x)--O. [] 
Next, we comment on the 1IN expansion of Case's equations which is most conveniently per- 
formed for the moment generating functions obeying the given Riceati equations. 
Note 22 (Concerning the 1IN expansion for TN- and Uu-Chebyshev polynomials). The 1IN ex- 
pansion applied to the Riccati Eq. (3.9) leads to the zeroth order solution 
Go(z) := l/v/1 - z z, (3.30) 
II (3.27) is of type 2.1.57 of [19], p. 94. 
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which generates the moments 
m0,21 = 2 2t. (3.3 1 ) 
All higher expansion terms G~r)(z), k= 1,2, . . . ,  vanish. This is seen after defining G(T)(N,z):= Go(z) 
P(r)(N,z) and deriving from (3.9) the Riccati equation for p(r) 
l z ~  O~-P(r)(N,z) - (P(r)(N,z)) 2+ 1=0,  (3.32) 
(Tz 
with P(T)(N,z)-= 1 as result of  the 1IN expansion. However, it is clear from the result (3.7d) that 
this 1IN expansion is not reliable. In fact, the 1IN expansion of  the tanh(Nf(z)) factor of (3.7d) 
does not represent his function. P(r)(N,z)= 1, resp. (3.30), can be used, however, as a special 
solution of the Riccati equation (3.32), resp. (3.9), in order to find its general solution. In this 
way one can recover the correct solution (3.7d) after imposing certain boundary conditions. The 
asymptotic moments mo.21 given by (3.31 ), which are generated by (3.30), are common to all Jacobi 
polynomials, as can be seen from the Riccati equation (3.15). In this limit the incompleteness of 
Case's equations does not matter. 12 These asymptotic moments have been found in Ref. [4]. 
For the moment generating functions of Chebyshev's UN polynomials the situation is similar. Here 
the sum of the zeroth plus first order expansion terms of (3.10) turns out to be a special solution 
of this Riccati equations, and all higher expansion terms vanish. This special solution is 13 
1 v/1 - z2 -  1 (N + 1)x/1 - z2  - 1 (3.33) 
G~Up)(N'z):=G°(z) + N 1 - z 2 = N( I  - z 2) 
Again, the 1IN expansion is not reliable. The correct solution (3.8d) can, in principle, be recovered 
from the general solution of (3.10). This computation, with the special solution (3.33) as input, is 
expected to be rather tedious. 
Note 23 (Asymptotic moments for HSN(X):=HN(XX/~)). The leading term in the 1IN expansion 
of the Q(I4)(N,z) Riccati equation (3.20) is, with Q{H)(N,O)- 1, 14 
= lira Q(H)(N,z)=c(~z2)=z~(1- v /1 -2z2) ,  (3.34) 
with the generating function c(y):= 2@(1 - x/1 - 4y)  of the Catalan numbers {C ,}~= { 1, 1,2, 5, 14, 
42 . . . .  }. C,=(2~)/(n + 1). Because of (3 .21) the  asymptotic moments of the scaled HSN(X):=HN 
( ix /N)  polynomials (which have the scaled zeros of  the Hermite polynomials: x~NI/x/N) are there- 
fore generated by c(½z2). In other words l imN_~ m~/)(N)/N'=Ct/2 '. This agrees with the result 
found in [ 16], p. 1191. 
12 Note that in this way a new asymptotic formula involving hypergeometric functions 2F! is found, viz. the one obtained 
from the r.h.s, of (3.17). 
13 One might suspect hat in the Geyenbauer case, ~ =/3=:2 - ½, a simple pattern emerges. This, however, is not true; 
for 2 = 2 the sum of the first three I/N expansion terms of (3.15) does not solve this equation for arbitrary N. 
14The N--+ oo limit of G(H)(N,z/x/N) obtained via (3.18b) is expected to be Q~H)(z) of (3.34). 
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Note 24 (Asymptotic moments for LS(N~)(x):=L(N~)(xN)). The leading term in the 1IN expansion of 
the Q(~)(N,z) Riccati equation (3.26) is, with Q(~)(N,O) = _ 1, for all 
Q~)(z):= lim Q(~)(N,z)=c(z), (3.35) 
N~oc 
with c(z) given above. Because of (3.28) the asymptotic moments of the scaled LS(N~)(x):=L(N~)(xN) 
polynomials are therefore generated by c(z), i.e. the scaled asymptotic moments are Catalan numbers: 
limu~o~ m~)(N)/Nr=C~ for all c~. This is in agreement with Ref. [16], p. 1191, after a nice binomial 
sum representation for the numbers Cr has been used. 
4. Distribution of zeros and Perron-Stieltjes inversion 
The moment generating functions G(N,z), elaborated in the last section, are related in a simple 
way to a certain Stieltjes integral Z(N,z) with the measure given by the distribution function pN(X) 
of zeros of the polynomial PN(X). Using the Perron-Stieltjes inversion formula (e.g. [5], p. 90, 
[1, 2, 25]) one may (under certain assumptions) recover or find pN(X) from the Stieltjes integral 
which turns out to be Z(N,z)= !G(N,~ ½). Especially, in the limit N ~ oc one can find in this way 
p(x):= l imN~ p(N,x) directly from the moment generating function provided the N---,oc limit 
can be performed. For this it is necessary to know the functional dependence on N. (See Section 3 
for the examples of classical orthogonal polynomials.) 
One may think of the rth moments of zeros of a polynomial PN(X) as rth moments around the 
origin x = 0 of a purely discontinuous probability distribution 
1 N 
mr(N) :=~Z(x}N) )  r= xrdpU(X), (4.1) 
i=l oc 
N 
1 ~ 6(x - x~N))dx. (4.2) dpN(X) := 
k-1 
Dirac's ~ distribution has been used. For this section we assume that the zeros of PN are real, not 
necessarily simple, in order to have a measure on the real line. f+~ dpN(x)= 1. The r = 1 moment 
re(N) is the mean (around x = 0). The corresponding variance is a~ = f_+~ Ix - m(N)] 2 dpN(x). 
Lemma 25. The ordinary (as opposed to exponential) moment generating function G(N,z ):= ~,.~-o 
mr(N)z r satisfies (in the sense of formal power series)for z ¢ 1/x~ N), k = 1,2,...,N, 
/_ ~ 1 dpN(x) 1 ~ 1 - -  z G(N,z) = o~ 1 zx N = 1 - -  ZX(k N)" (4.3) 
Proof. Insert the moments (4.1) into the definition of G(N,z), interchange summation and integra- 
tion, and use the geometric series (in the formal sense). The last equation results from (4.2). The 
denominators never vanish due to the assumption on z. 
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We mention that in general an exponential generating function E(N,z) is related to the ordinary 
1 GfN a one, G(N,z), by a Laplace transform 5a: 7 , , ~)=LP[E(N,z)] with certain restrictions on the real 
part o fz  (cf. e.g. [9], vol. I, p. 143 (1)). 
It is useful to define what we shall call the Stieltjes transform of the discrete measure  pN(X)15 
Z(N,z):= ~ dpN(X), z qsupp( dpN). (4.4) 
Z X 
Theorem 26 (Stieltjes transform of pN(X)). 
(4.5) 
Proof. This follows from definition (4.4) and Lemma 25. 
Corollary 27 (Independent proof of Theorem 5). 
NZ(N,z)=(lnPN(Z)) '= (InPN(Z))', 
where PN(X)= N 1-D , (x - 
(4.6) 
Proof. Use (4.5) together with Lemma 25. [] 
NZ(N,z)=P~(z)/PN(Z) is the Nth approximation of a continued fraction. 
Lemma 28 (Continued fraction approximation for Stieltjes transform). With the Wronskian defined 
by W(A(z),B(z)):=A(z)B'(z) - A'(z)B(z) one finds 
NZ(N,z) = PN(Z) -- al(z)l a2(z)l aN(Z)[ 
+ - -  +""  + - -  (4.7) PN(Z) Ib,(z) Ib2(z) IbN(Z)' 
with 
a,(z)  - ) )/ve(P _2(z ), 
bk(z) = W(Pk-z(Z),Pk(Z))/W(Pk-z(Z),Pk_I(Z)) ,  
(4.8a) 
(4.8b) 
where one has to put P_l = O, Po = 1, P'-i = 1, P~ = O. 
Proof. The standard procedure to compute the continued fraction for a given Nth numerator/ 
denominator approximation is applied (cf. e.g. [18], Section 3). The necessary condition W(Pk(z), 
Pk+l(Z))¢O, for k = -1,0,  1,2,... is fulfilled because the polynomials have different degree. [] 
15A Stieltjes transform, which is a double Laplace transform, is usually defined as in (4.4) but integrated along the 
positive x-axis. One could (4.4) also call a Hamburger or Nevanlinna transform. 
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We mention that for orthogonal polynomials 
k 
W(Pk(z),Pk+~(z))= y~ 2y+l'-" 2k~2(z), (4.9) 
j=0 
if the recursion formula is /Sn+l = (Z -- C,)/5, -- 2n/5,_1 with inputs P - I  = 0 and P0 = 1. This follows 
from the confluent Christoffel-Darboux identity. 
The Perron-Stieltjes inversion formula for a real measure of bounded variation can be applied to 
Z(N,z)=P)(z)/(NPN(Z)). Thereby one will recover pN(X). The inversion formula is [1, 2, 5, 25] 
f,l '2 1 lim dt lmZ(N,t+it l ) ,  (4.10) pN( t2 ) -- pN( tl ) = -- -~ , -. +0 
with pu(tk):= ½(PN(tk + O) + px(tk -- 0 ) )  for k = 1, 2. )~N = )~N(~) for z E C, and Z N is analytic off the 
real axis. For N finite Z u has poles only at the zeros of PN. The inversion formula yields for PN 
jumps at these real zeros x} N) with height m}U)/N where  mi counts the multiplicity of the zero xi. 
(Cf. [2] for the proof that poles in Z lead to jumps in p. The converse statement is obvious from 
(4.4).) In this way one recovers the purely discontinuous measure (4.2). 
The inversion formula becomes more interesting in the N ~ oc limit, provided the analytic struc- 
ture of Z(z):= limu_~ooZ(N,z) is known. For example, for Chebyshev's TN polynomials 
Z(r)(z)= lim 1G(r) (N,  1 )  _ 1 (4.1l) 
N---*oc Z V/-Z-1 
due to (4.5) and the asymptotic form of (3.7d) which is (3.30). With the usual definition of the 
square-root in C, with branch points at 0 and ec, one finds from the inversion formula the absolutely 
continuous (a.c.) measure 
p(r)(x) := lim p(NT)(x)=~p~T!(x)= __--1 lim Img(r ) (x+ iq) 
N~ec ( Ix  ~ r/--* +0 
1 1 
- for ] x[ <1 and 0 otherwise. (4.12) 
x x/1 -x  2 
This happens to be the orthogonality weight function of the {TN} polynomials (the 'T-cup', also 
called inverted semi-circle, see [11], I, (8)). However, for Chebyshev's Uu-polynomials one finds 
the same asymptotic distribution of zeros (in fact for all Jacobi polynomials) because the asymptotic 
moment generating function, hence Z, is the same as for the T-polynomials. This universality property 
is known ([6], p. 282, cf. [23], Ch. XlI, p. 309, (12.7.9); see also [7]). 
Finally, we state the asymptotic distribution of zeros for the scaled Hermite, resp. Laguerre poly- 
nomials, HSN(X):=HN(v/-Nx), resp. (~) " (~) Ls N (x).=L u (Nx), as obtained from (3.34), resp. (3.35), with 
the help of the inversion formula: 
p(m)(x )= 1 x/2 - x z 
1¢ 
for Ixl < x/2 and 0 otherwise, (4.13) 
1 for 0<x ~< 4 and 0 otherwise. (4.14) 
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The asymptotic distribution for the scaled Laguerre polynomials is ~ independent. These examples 
are of  the type given in [11], I, (9), and II, (9), respectively. They are both normalised to 1. 
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